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re Funny? This was it!After years of feeling like he was losing at life, Aidan Comerford was on top of the world. His big
break.What do you do when both of your daughters have already been diagnosed with autism, your lady is depressed and
your job has been produced redundant? at the Edinburgh Fringe Event in 2014, joining earlier winners such as Peter Kay,
Dylan Moran and Tommy Tiernan. You feel a comedian! He had just stepped off stage after getting crowned the
champion of So You Think You’Back in Ireland, on a single day, at a remote country cottage close to a lake, his child
went missing .A funny, heartfelt and uplifting memoir on the subject of the issues and adventures of parenting, and
accepting that sometimes you have to have Corn Flakes for dinner.
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Absolutely brilliant essential read What an absolutely amazing publication, written as only an Irish sense of humor can.
A beautiful funny story about an amazing man bringing up two women with Autism while becoming devoted to his wife
and seeing the funny side of everything. I was so absorbed in the story and taking pleasure in it so much I didn’t care at
all.. Laughs and tears aplenty A sublime book, written by a fantastic author, about his wonderful family. It’s an instant
read, it’s a straightforward on the eye and brain read but will truly touch your center and if it doesn’t you mustn't have
one. It really is equally heart-breaking and center mending. It is nearer to our tale and the tale of the Autism parents we
realize than anything else I have read. Happy and unfortunate moments from a life of parenting children with autism It
captured perfectly the grief and the joy of parenting a child with autism.Hopefully this is just the beginning of it for this
author in a fresh creative field, we just need Sophie to keep forcing him to create. Keep going, "Furryburger".. Wonderful
and surprisingly uplifting I love this book. The humour with which they deal with the challenging hands they have been
dealt is precisely how exactly we all hope we would react in a similar situation, but confident very few folks would. I
adored it and thank Aidan Comerford for inviting me in Couldn't stop reading before end and I was greedy more than
enough to want another instalment immediately!A really different narrative perspective makes this tale stick out and
shine.The writer made me guffaw and brought tears to my eyes .Poignant and humourous glimpse in to the life of one
very special family. I enjoyed it and thank Aidan Comerford for inviting me in. Brilliant book - a must read! This book had
me laughing and crying at the same time, no mean feat! I laughed and cried, while sitting in a coffee shop I stared to
obtain teary eyed and it turned into fun and everyone was providing me what’s up with her appears. So touching and
true to live.We couldn't put the book straight down, as the story's stream kept me reading from chapter to chapter,
right up until We ran out of publication. I laughed and . This book has so much heart! I would recommend it to everyone
as medication for the spirit. Superb, couldn’t put it straight down - story told from the center that could certainly bring
a tear but also told with such humour, seriously many lol’s. This book has so much heart ! I laughed and I cried
...extremely touching . There must be a sequel shortly because I have to know how the family does ! Loved this book
Highly recommend this book for an insight in to the lives of parents with children who have autism. It's fun out loud one
minute and a real tear jerker another. An entertaining and educational insight into a unique family A great read, both
insightful and funny, shedding some much needed light onto the extensive subject of autism and how it affects a family.
A page turner. Loved this book , interesting to get an insight from a parent with ASD , as a carer it gives me a better
understanding Exceptional, couldn’t put it straight down - story told from . It’s brutally honest in a kind, loving, and
funny way.Just buy the book, you will not be sorry..
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